
4-OHT = 4-hydroxytamoxifen; TPMT = thiopurine methyltransferase.
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Introduction
The multistage model of carcinogenesis describes the pro-
gression of normal cells to initiated and preneoplastic cells,
and finally to malignant and metastatic disease. Inherited
genotypes are known to play a prominent role in the initia-
tion of breast tumors. For example, it is well known that
germline mutations in BRCA1 can initiate breast tumorige-
nesis [1]. However, inherited genotypes may also act at a
variety of other steps in the multistage process of breast
carcinogenesis. These genotypes may not only affect
disease susceptibility, but also disease outcome.

Figure 1 presents a number of classes of genes acting in
multistage carcinogenesis. In this presentation, G denotes
genotypes at a single locus. Subscripts to G are used to
distinguish different classes of genes that may act at dif-
ferent points in the development and progression of a

tumor. As described in detail below, GE are involved in
metabolic pathways that determine propensity to be
exposed to breast carcinogens. GP are involved in the
metabolism of chemopreventive agents. These genes can
determine the degree to which an individual’s cancer risk
may be modified, or the degree to which an individual will
suffer adverse side effects from exposure to the agent. GD
include genes that are directly involved in the etiology of a
tumor. These genes are typically involved in studies
addressing disease susceptibility, and generally represent
those genes considered in evaluating cancer risk. GT are
genes involved in the determination of drug dissemination
and metabolism. Thus, GT determine in part the efficacy or
toxicity of a drug. GO are determinants of a tumor’s natural
history, as it progresses from a more benign to a more
advanced stage. Each of these classes of genes will be
defined in this commentary, with examples that illustrate
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how inherited genotype information can be used to better
understand the multistep carcinogenesis process and
improve cancer detection, prevention, and treatment. It is
important to note that the genes that fall into each of these
classes are not mutually exclusive: genes involved in the
metabolism of xenobiotic compounds could play the role
of any of these multistep events, while other genes may
play a greater role in one step than others. Implicit in this
model is the role that inherited genotypes may play in
cancer prevention by better defining modifiable aspects of
carcinogenesis.

Inherited genetic determinants of
carcinogenic exposures: GE
GE include genes involved in metabolic pathways that
determine propensity to be exposed to endogenous or
exogenous carcinogens. For example, a number of investi-
gators have related GE involved in neurotransmitter metab-
olism (e.g. DRD4, SLCA3, and 5-HTTLPR) with propensity
to smoke, smoking initiation at an early age, ability to stop
smoking, and nicotine dependence [2–5]. Similarly, a
number of investigators have related GE of steroid hormone
metabolism to interindividual variability in hormone-related
risk factors. Among the most widely studied of these genes
is CYP17, a member of the cytochrome P450 multigene
family, which is responsible for conversion of progesterone

to androstenedione in the biosynthesis of estrone. A
number of authors have evaluated the relationship of a 5′-
untranslated region polymorphism at CYP17 with age at
menarche [6–9], use of hormone replacement therapy [6],
or circulating hormone levels [9]. The relationship of
CYP17 genotype with age at menarche was not consistent
in all studies, and there have not been independent confir-
mations of the reported associations of hormone replace-
ment therapy use or circulating hormone levels. These
examples point to the possibility that GE may influence
propensity to be exposed to ‘traditional’ risk factors, may
elucidate biologically relevant prevention pathways, and
may identify individuals who should be targeted for expo-
sure modification or other preventive strategies.

Inherited genetic determinants of
chemoprevention response and toxicity: GP
GP include genes that permit the prediction of an individu-
al’s response to a chemopreventive agent, and may define
those individuals who could have increased toxicities
when exposed to these agents. Few examples of GP in
cancer chemoprevention exist. Tamoxifen, an antiestro-
genic drug used for the prevention of breast cancer, is
metabolized to the antiestrogenic 4-hydroxytamoxifen
(4-OHT) by SULT1A1 and to N-desmethyl tamoxifen by
CYP3A4 [10,11]. The N-desmethyl form is quantitatively
the major antiestrogenic metabolite, although the 4-OHT
form is 100-fold more antiestrogenic than the N-desmethyl
form. Therefore, the genes SULT1A1 and CYP3A4 are
candidate GP, because the variants that affect the metab-
olism of tamoxifen to 4-OHT or N-desmethyl tamoxifen
indicate which individuals have either an optimal chemo-
preventive response or the potential for increased toxicity
following tamoxifen administration. Although SULT1A1
and CYP3A4 encode key enzymes in the metabolism of
tamoxifen, a number of other genes, including CYP2D6
and CYP2C9, are also involved in tamoxifen metabolism.
Furthermore, sulfate conjugation of 4-OHT by SULT1A1
can reduce the antiestrogenic properties of tamoxifen
metabolites. As with most complex metabolic systems,
numerous GP with multiple functions need to be consid-
ered to fully evaluate the pharmacogenetics of cancer
chemoprevention. Knowledge of GP may dictate that the
protective or toxic effects of an agent occur only in a
subset of individuals with a specific genotype.

Inherited genetic determinants of cancer
etiology: GD
In the model presented in Figure 1, GD link the relationship
between exposure and disease. This relationship can be
made independently of any other information about the
complex pathways involved in the process of carcinogene-
sis. Alternatively, this relationship can be made consider-
ing other biomarkers, such as those of exposure, internal
dose, (biologically) effective dose, or early effect, as
described in detail by Schulte and Perera [12]. The

Figure 1

Role of inherited susceptibility genotypes along the continuum of
multistage carcinogenesis to determine exposure (GE), disease risk
(GD), efficacy and response to chemoprevention (GP) or treatment
(GT), and natural history or disease outcome (GO). B denotes
biomarkers of exposure (Bexposure), internal dose (Binternal dose), effective
dose (Beffective dose), or early effect (Bearly effect) as defined by Schulte
and Perera [12].



consideration of GD, intermediate biomarkers, and expo-
sures in association studies of disease has been referred
to as a ‘level crossing’ model [13].

Two GD subclasses have been the focus of much
research in the genetic etiology of breast cancer, and are
usually referred to as ‘high penetrance’ and ‘low pene-
trance’. There are a few high penetrance GD with allelic
variants (mutations) that confer a high degree of risk to the
individual, but occur infrequently in the general population.
Because these alleles are rare, the proportion of breast
cancer in the population that may be explained by these
genotypes is low. Because of the large magnitude of
effects these genotypes have on cancer risk, one hallmark
of high penetrance GD is the creation of a Mendelian
(usually autosomal dominant) pattern of cancer in families.
Only a small proportion (perhaps 5%) of breast cancer
can be attributed to inherited single gene mutations in
genes such as BRCA1, BRCA2, TP53, PTEN, and
STK11. Even in women who have inherited these muta-
tions, the penetrance of breast cancer may be modified by
other genes or exposures [14,15].

Low penetrance GD confer a small to moderate degree
of breast cancer risk to the individual. It is expected that
disease-associated alleles in these genes may be rela-
tively common, and thus may explain a relatively larger
proportion of cancer in the population. The search for
low penetrance GD generally relies on knowledge about
biochemical or physiological pathways involved in breast
carcinogenesis (i.e. ‘candidate gene’ studies). A number
of study designs are available to evaluate the role of GD
in breast cancer etiology, including traditional epidemio-
logic methods of case-case studies, case-control
studies, and cohort studies (reviewed by Thomas [16],
Caporaso [17], and Langholz [18]), and family-based
studies [19,20]. There are numerous examples of path-
ways that define candidate low penetrance GD in breast
cancer etiology. These include genes involved in the
metabolism of environmental carcinogens (e.g. CYP2D6,
CYP2C19, GSTM1, GSTP1, GSTT1, NAT1, NAT2),
those involved in steroid hormone metabolism (e.g.
CYP17, CYP19, CYP1A1, CYP1A2, CYP3A4, COMT),
and others, including those involved in DNA damage
recognition and repair. Despite the many potential candi-
date genes, few consistent associations between these
genes and breast cancer risk have been identified. Many
of these studies have been undertaken in small sample
sets, and there have rarely been confirmatory analyses
using independent study samples. Therefore, it is difficult
to assess whether consistent and strong associations
exist. While many of these genes may play a role in
breast cancer etiology, there remains relatively little infor-
mation about which low penetrance GD are involved, and
in which populations these effects of GD on breast
cancer risk will be observed.

Inherited genetic determinants of treatment
response and toxicity: GT
GT are conceptually similar to GP because they are
involved in the dissemination and metabolism of a pharma-
cological agent, and thereby contribute to an agent’s effi-
cacy and toxicity. Therefore, GT may influence the
structure or amount of these agents, influence drug phar-
macodynamics and metabolism, and permit the prediction
of interindividual variability in the response to drug treat-
ment, or its toxicity. A paradigm for the role of inherited
genotype in dictating treatment regimen is the use of
drugs that contain thiopurine, which are metabolized by
thiopurine methyltransferase (TPMT) [21]. Approximately
one in 300 US Caucasians carry a TPMT genotype that
results in the inability to methylate thiopurine drugs, which
can cause potentially fatal myelosuppression [22]. There-
fore, acquiring knowledge of an individual’s TPMT geno-
type and phenotype has become part of standard clinical
practice with treatments involving thiopurines [22,23].
Other classes of enzymes, including dihydropyrimidine
dehydrogenase, aldehyde dehydrogenases, glutathione S-
transferases, uridine diphosphate glucuronosyl-trans-
ferases, and cytochromes P450, may also have
pharmacogenetic significance in determining cancer
chemotherapy regimens [24]. These include improved
determination of type, timing, and dose of treatment tai-
lored to an individual’s GT.

Inherited genetic determinants of clinical
outcome: GO
The natural history of cancer progression may be influ-
enced by GO, which affect the tumor histopathology,
including the stage or grade of disease, the rate of
disease progression, or the propensity for metastasis. In
contrast to the study of inherited genetic variants and clini-
cal outcome, there is a large body of research that evalu-
ates histopathological measures or somatic genetic
mutations (e.g. loss or amplification of specific genes in
tumors; estrogen or progesterone receptor positivity) with
the natural history of cancer progression, and therefore
clinical prognosis. A paradigm for this type of marker is
that of HER2 amplification/overexpression in breast
cancer prognosis [25].

Inherited (germline) mutations in candidate GO may be
associated with disease prognosis if they are involved in
metabolic events that lead to tumorigenesis and progres-
sion. These events include regulation of somatic DNA
damage or repair directly (via the metabolism of com-
pounds that induce DNA damage) and by metabolism of
steroid hormones that influence tumor growth. Therefore,
some candidate GD may also be candidate GO. Further-
more, because some genes may affect both natural history
(i.e. GO) and treatment response (i.e. GT), it is also impor-
tant to evaluate these potentially separate or complemen-
tary effects.
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Implications for molecular epidemiology
The ability to identify consistent associations between
inherited genotype and breast cancer requires that appro-
priate epidemiological and clinical studies be designed
specifically to address these issues. Most studies that
report the effects of genotype on tumor traits have not
been specifically designed to study these relationships,
but instead were reported in the context of case-control or
cohort studies. Often, the criteria for determining the inclu-
sion or exclusion of a case in a study are not adequately
defined, or are sometimes inappropriately collected for the
evaluation of natural history and prognosis. Studies are
often not specifically designed to have adequate statistical
power for the evaluation of these questions. In particular,
prospective follow-up of a well-defined cohort of patients
may be inadequate or incomplete. Evidence for the limita-
tion of sample size of many studies is given by the many
reports in which genotype was inferred to have no effect
when the associated P values fell in the range 0.05–0.10,
even though moderately large effect sizes were observed.

An important implication for chemoprevention trials is that
sample size requirements will be dictated not only by the
proposed reduction in cancer incidence in the treatment
arm, but also by the proportion of individuals in the popula-
tion who carry a particular variant genotype. These consid-
erations could make the design and execution of
chemopreventive studies considerably more difficult to
achieve than if GP were not considered.

Inconsistent inferences between studies are also
common. A number of factors can be identified as con-
tributing to these inconsistencies. A major concern is
limited statistical power to identify or replicate associa-
tions in some studies. Differences in the definition and dis-
tribution of tumor stages and grades may affect study
inferences. For example, differences in cancer screening
practices at the time of case ascertainment may result in
inconsistencies among studies. When this information is
unavailable or not described, results appropriate for each
population but that differ across populations may be inter-
preted as inconsistent findings. Studies that evaluate
inherited genotype and tumor characteristics, natural
history, or prognosis could benefit by reporting the distrib-
ution of screening practices and the stages or grades of
tumors studied. Similarly, ethnic or exposure differences
among study populations could induce apparent inconsis-
tencies. These differences may reflect real differences
across populations, and not a failure of the methodology.

Finally, multiple etiological factors should be considered
simultaneously to determine whether inherited genotype
provides additional information about natural history, prog-
nosis, or treatment response that is independent of other
traits including histopathological characteristics. Inherited
genotypes will only have value in predicting outcome if

they provide readily accessible information beyond that
routinely used and collected from these patients.
Advances in these areas will improve our understanding of
the multistep carcinogenesis process, and will potentially
improve cancer detection, prevention, and treatment.
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